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The great Austrian army, over 80,000 strong, was
drawn up in a line five or six miles in length, directly at
_ ..	right angles to the high road along which the
Position of        &      .    &	j	-	T         •   -,
theAus-       Prussians  were   advancing.     Its  right wing
mans.	rested on Nypern, and was protected by bogs ;
its left extended beyond Sagschiitz almost to the Schweid-
nitz Water, and was bent back at the extremity to
avoid being outflanked. The bulk of the infantry was in
the centre with cavalry on each flank, the right wing
being commanded by Lucchesi, the left by Nadasty. In
front of the first line were two villages, Frobelwitz and
Leuthen, which were occupied by infantry and flanked
• by batteries, especially Frobelwitz, where the main attack
was expected. It was not an ill-chosen position; it com-
manded the two roads. to Breslau, and was not easily
assailable on either flank.; but it had one capital defect-
its extreme length.
From his position on the Scheuberg Frederick could
see the Austrians distinctly, though they were unable to
get any clear view of him.    The country about
Frederick       °	J	.   .    .	.	.
on the	was .a wide  undulating  plain affording very
Scheuberg. few p0jnts w]ience an extensive prospect could
be had, and the movements of the Prussians were in a
great measure concealed by a iowt chain of hills, of which
the Scheuberg was the highest. It was a great advan-
:age to Frederick that he knew every inch of the ground •
lis Silesian reviews had made it familiar to him. An
irnusing story is told of how Daun that morning, when out
reconnoitering, asked a peasant the name of some distant
object, and how the peasant replied, £ That is the hill our
king chases the Austrians over when he is reviewing here.5
After a considerable time spent in surveying the Aus-
trian lines, Frederick decided to mass his whole force on
their left by means of his favourite movement, the'c oblique
order.' Sheltered at first by the Scheuberg hills, the Prus-

